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SPACE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY OVERVIEW
Resilient military sensing and low-latency data transport 
by means of a proliferated low-earth space architecture
Defining and monitoring the Department’s future, threat-driven 
space architecture and accelerating the development and 
fielding of next-generation space capabilities
TIME-SENSITIVE 
GROUND & MARITIME 
TARGETS
HYPERSONIC & ADVANCED 
MISSILE THREATS
THREAT-DRIVEN TO DELIVER CAPABILITIES TO 
WARFIGHTER AT THE SPEED OF RELEVANCE
LEVERAGE PARTNERSHIPS WITHIN DOD AND 
COMMERCIAL TO ACHIEVE SUCCESS
IMPROVED RESILIENCY AND RESPONSIVENESS 
THROUGH PROLIFERATION
AGILE DEVELOPMENT AND FIELDING –
CAPABILITIES IN TWO-YEAR TRANCHES
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INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA
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“That’s one of the reasons, frankly, we 
stood up SDA, is to…break out of the 
conventional system and find different, 
more creative ways to field our 
capabilities.”
-Secretary of Defense Mark Esper before 
the House Armed Services Committee, 
Feb. 26, 2020
NTS-3 - example of what comes out of an 
Innovation Office in industry.  
The L3Harris Innovation office was 
completely fenced from P&L oversight
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SDA will orchestrate the development and fielding of the future National Defense Space Architecture
• Integrated architecture
• Multiple constellations or  architecture “layers”
• Each layer addresses a critical, unmet gap in the 
national security space enterprise
• Predicated on a global, persistent, low-latency 
data and communications “mesh network” 
• Leverages industry best practices and 
commercial 
development models 
• Considering the use of transport layer spacecraft 
as substrates for other layers
• Proliferated, distributed approach enables 
resiliency (to direct threats) and responsiveness 
(to emerging terrestrial threats)
NOTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
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Today
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
DARPA Blackjack 
Demo 4 + 18 SV’s
CASINO/PED (Processing, Exploitation, Dissemination) Prototype
CASINO/MDP (Mission Data Processor)




Tracking Tranche 1 (40 SV’s)
















w/ capability insertion 
from MDA
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
w/ funding







SDA OPIR Multi-band 
demos 
Tracking Tranche 1 
Regional Persistence
SDA transport demos




Transport Tranche 1 (~200 SV’s)
Architecture adoption
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CAPABILITY BASELINE
NDSA Layer Risk Reduction Demo (FY20-21) Tranche 0 Capability (FY22) Tranche 1 Capability (FY24)
Transport Demonstrate very low latency data 
transport, to include optical satellite 





Battle Management • Begin development of HITL/SITL
• Flight HW/SW for mesh networking
• C2 messages to BMDS C2BMC
• BLOS targeting support over TDL
Provide data over legacy TDL for 
90% of fielded weapon systems
Tracking Flight experiment to collect WFOV 
data in wavebands of interest at LEO
Periodic regional access
for detection of HGVs
Persistent regional access
for detection of HGVs
Custody Demonstrate multi-phenomenology, 
on-orbit sensor fusion
Periodic regional access with 
multiple sensing types through 
mission partner contribution
Persistent regional access with 
multiple sensing types through 
mission partner contribution






Deterrence Demonstrate relevant sensitivities 
and processing
Periodic access of cislunar volume 
for object detection
Periodic access of cislunar volume 
for object detection
Support Launch and operate demo and 
experiment satellites
• Launch initial tranche of satellites
• Demonstrate scalable satellite 
operations
Launch, operate, and transition 
capabilities
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TRANCHE DESCRIPTIONS
Tranche 0 (FY22) – Warfighter immersion: The minimum viable product is demonstrating the 
feasibility of the proliferated architecture in cost, schedule, and scalability towards necessary 
performance for beyond line of sight targeting and advanced missile detection and tracking.
Tranche 1 (FY24) – Initial warfighting capability: Regional persistence for tactical data links, 
advanced missile detection, and beyond line of sight targeting.
Tranche 2 (FY26) - Global persistence for all in Tranche 1. This will incorporate lessons 
learned from operating gen 0 for at least two years.
Tranche 3 (FY28) – Advanced improvements over Tranche 2. This includes better sensitivity 
for missile tracking, better targeting capabilities for BLOS, additional PNT capabilities, 
advances in blue/green lasercom and protected RF comm.
Tranche 4 (FY30) – continual advances to the layers TBD.
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FY 20 – 22
Tranche 1

















Transport Crosslink Demo 
RFI (SDA-SN-20-0004)
• OISL RFI (SDA-SN-20-0001) 
• Networking RFI (SDA-SN-20-
0002) 
• Transport Tranche 0 RFP 
(HR085020R0001)












Battle Mgmt Ideas welcome – STEC BAA Solicitation anticipated FY 2020 Solicitation anticipated late FY 
2022
Tracking • Draft RFP for TPE (SDA-
SN-20-0006)
• Transport Phenomenology 
Experiment RFP 
(HQ085020R0002)
• Tracking Tranche 0 Draft RFP 
(SDA-SN-20-0009)
• Tracking Tranche 0 RFP 
(HQ085020R0003)
TBD
Custody Data Fusion RFI 
(SDA-SN-20-0007)
Solicitation anticipated FY 2020 Solicitation anticipated late FY 
2022
Navigation Ideas welcome – STEC BAA Solicitation anticipated FY 2020 Solicitation anticipated late FY 
2022
Deterrence Ideas welcome – STEC BAA TBD TBD
Support Ideas welcome – STEC BAA • SMC RFI for SDA Tranche 0 
Launch
• MES&I RFI
• SDA Tranche 0 Mission 
Systems Engineering and 
Integration (MSE&I) RFP 
(HQ085020R0004)
Solicitation anticipated late FY 
2022
WORKING WITH SDA
BOLD indicates items open now for feedback/proposals. 8
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RECENT OPPORTUNITIES
**Items in BOLD are open now for feedback/proposals.
Open Date Close Date Action Title URL
1/21/2020 1/20/2021 BAA 
(HQ085020S0001)
National Defense Space Architecture (NDSA) 





SDA Transport Tranche 0 Request for Proposal 
(RFP)
https://go.usa.gov/xvVUS
6/5/2020 07/06/2020 RFP 
(HQ085020R0002)
Tracking Phenomenology Experiment RFP https://go.usa.gov/xwBKH
6/15/2020 7/16/2020 RFP 
(HQ085020R0003)
SDA Tracking Tranche 0 RFP https://go.usa.gov/xwPkp
7/6/2020 8/13/2020 RFP
(HQ085020R0004)
SDA Tranche 0 Mission Systems Engineering 
and Integration (MSE&I) RFP
https://go.usa.gov/xfcyv 
06/26/2020 8/21/2020 BAA 
(HQ085020S0002)
Mission-Specific Application Prototypes 
(MSAP) BAA
https://go.usa.gov/xwHXB
Follow SDA on BetaSam.gov, visit https://www.sda.mil and LinkedIn for updated opportunities.
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SDA is working to build our team and grow our talent in all 
relevant skill sets.
• Our team is made up of experts from across the space domain who are 
experienced in delivering capabilities to the warfighter and are focused 
on the SDA mission.
• Our technical team is supported by a lean, agile administrative team and 
front office.
• If you are interested in joining our dynamic team, please send us your 
resume: osd.sda.resumes@mail.mil
WORKING FOR SDA
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SCHEDULE UPDATE
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